Name______________________________

Date ________________________

THIRD GRADE DOLCH WORDS
about keep myself hold

small clean show

if

hot

much try

fall

nine

own

better pick

done seven today six

eight

Fill in the missing Dolch words in the sentences below.

1. Mary wanted to ________ out the __________ outﬁts to pack for
the week on her ______.

2. I think I will ______ to watch a _________ on
TV _________ reptiles.
3. I can _________ a _________ pet cage that is dirty by
__________.
4. Joe knew he ________ try to ________ on tight, so he wouldn’t
________ while he was climbing.

5. Mom needed a half dozen eggs, so I will pick up
_______ eggs at the store ________ and try to
_________ them from getting broken.
6. ____the answer Susan ﬁgured out to the addition problem _______
plus ________ is 17, she will get a 100% on the test.
7. Because it was _______ outside, Dad and Mom tried
to get as _________ of the yard work _________ as
possible.
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ANSWERS
THIRD GRADE DOLCH WORDS
about keep myself hold

small clean show

if

hot

much try

fall

nine

own

better pick

done seven today six

eight

Fill in the missing Dolch words in the sentences below.

1. Mary wanted to pick out the seven outﬁts to pack for the week on her own.
2. I think I will try to watch a show on TV about reptiles.
3. I can clean a small pet cage that is dirty by myself.
4. Joe knew he better try to hold on tight, so he wouldn’t fall while he was
climbing.
5. Mom needed a half dozen eggs, so I will pick up six eggs
at the store today and try to keep them from getting
broken.
6. If the answer Susan ﬁgured out to the addition problem nine plus eight is 17,
she will get a 100% on the test. (Nine and eight might be switched.)

7. Because it was hot outside, Dad and Mom tried to get as
much of the yard work done as possible.
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